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Dear Sir:

On May 29, 1980 the Ccr. mission published in the Federal Recister (45 FR 36082)
a proposed rule on fire protection for nuclear power plants. Consolidated
Edison Coapany of New York, Inc. (Con Edison), as holder of Operating License
50-247 for Indian Point Unit No. 2, wishes to provide the following ccxtments
on the proposed rule.

We find the statcrnent, in the Supplementary Information, that "There are,
however, a few instances where the NRC Staff has accepted certain fire pro-
tection alternatives that would not satisfy som of the requirements of this
proposed rule . . . All licensees will be expected to meet the requircments
of this rule, in its effective form . . ." to be most disconcerting.

At this tine, fire protection is not an exact science where one
can go into a handbook and find a precise solution. At best, it is a cczn-
bination of basic principles, experience and engineering judgment.' Where
alternate solutions were used to satisfy the requirenents of Branch 'Ibchnical
Position 9.5-1 it was do:.e on the basis of providing equivalent fire protec-
tion within the existing physical conditions and the type of fire protection
that was best suited for the specific circurstances.

- m- - .,;,,

Where such alternatives were accepted by the Staff, the issue should be'
considered clor'd. Only those items that are still unresolved should be
subject to chis new regulation, which was the original intent of the rule-
raking as shown in the Consent Calender version of proposed Appendix R
(SECY 80-88).

The proposed rule is overly specific and .&.1 its present form could force
changes that might reduce the safety of the plants, a result which is
directly opposite frcm the inter.ded purpose. To prescribe rigid require- |IffD
ments without any latitude for the use of alternatives ~ic a simplistic , fapproach and could present real hazards that might be far nore dangerous
2an the potential effects of a postulated fire.
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We believe that Appendix R should be similar to other IGC regulations in
that it should define the obj'ectives to be met. Guidance on detailed rr-
quirements to implement these objectives snould be provided in Regulate .y
Guides, Branch Positions and other applicable guidelines. It should be the
responsibility of a licensee to develop the specific details needed to ;neet
the stated objectives using solutions best suited to the existing design of
his particular plant.

Considering the huge effort that the industry is currently engaged in to
meet the Three Mile Island -2 related rodifications, we feel that a
November 1, 1980 implementation date is totally unrealistic. The Ccumission
has stated that ". . . the issues are well-known and have been under discus-
sion for several years . . ." This staterent is only partially true in that
there have been scre significant changes tetween the criteria in the proposed
rule and the guidelines of Branch Technical Position 9.5-1 published earlier.

A review of the histcry of the proposed rule demonstrates just how complex
the subject really is. On Octcher 9, 1979, the Office of Standards Develop-
rents was requested to prepare a rulemaking. The proposed rule was sent to
the Ccrmission on February 13, 1980 and finally approved and published on
May 29, 1980. Even though "The mini:m:n requirementr connined in this rule
were developed over a three year period . . ." it required almost seven
renths for the Cc.n'issien to incorporate these requirements into the proposed
7ppendix R.

The fire protecticn program plans for nuclear plants were deus: loped over a" ~

period of years starting frm early 1976, yet the Ccmission is now requiring
the industry to make substantive changes within four nonths. This time frame
will be further reduced by the fact that the proposed rule, stile overly
specific, contains rany a-biguities. The Ccmmission will therefore he required
to provide extensive clarification b2 fore industry can imple:nent all of the
requircrents. The schedules originally proposed by the licensees were de-
volcped te per-it crdarly and controlled procurement, equi cent fabrication
and construction.- Scre of them schedules have establishad cc:mletion dates
brere 2 :-ber 1, 1990. This fact *.::s recc.gnized in Appindix R with the
notWe t Sat Se C:-is:icn vill re-icw tn2se extensic .r. Wich they had
previo251y approved, on a case-by-case basis to deterrine Wether continued
cppr: val er sc e revision of the extension is appropriate. R censider this
position to be a lack of good faith en the part of the Cccission. In ad-
dition, little credence can be placed in the Ccnmission granting such exten-
sions when in the same paragraph it is noted that:

.

"Since the issues involved are well-known and have been under dis-
cussion for several years, the Ccumission anticipates approving few,
if any, extensions."

This position is of most serious conern since the Ccnmissicn has noted that no
plants would be permitted to operate beyond November 1,1930 unless all nodi-
fications (e>: cept for alternate or dedicated shutdcnn capacity) have been
empleted or extensions granted.

.
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Because of the short car: ment period we have not been able to provide any
specific coments on the detailed criteria in the doctr:ent. However, we
hope that the problem areas that have been noted will be of som assistance
in reforming the proposed Appendix R into a regulation W1ich both the Ccm-
mission and industry can live with.

Pcspectfully,
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